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RATIONALE

Architecture, navigation, design and content have become signature features of any well-

produced website. Webmasters must consider not only the visual aesthetics of a site, but also its

practicality, ease of use and user interaction.  Any website with the look of hand-crafted HTML

is frowned upon in the industry and indicates that the site’s sponsor is using a vanity site, in

other words, a home-grown site – a sentiment that an institutional site should absolutely NOT

convey to students, faculty, staff and outside scholars.  As with traditional book design, the

layout of each page is indicative of the content’s value. 

ARCHITECTURE:

With this in mind, before even turning to content, good web design begins with the internal

architecture: naming of web pages, images, documents and videos.  Files and folders that are

named randomly do not allow for long-term maintenance or transparency for later webmasters. 

For instance, see the attached list of files and folders that comprise the current English

Department website (Attachment A).  Each file name and folder name should automatically

indicate its purpose in the entire website.  But, here, images are named without an association to

the webpage on which it resides and web page names are not intituitive.  

For example, AAndersonannotbibl.htm is a page within the website (indicated by the .htm

ending). The page obviously linked to an A. Anderson. We can also tell that it’s an annotated

bibliography, perhaps some instructions for a specific assignment, because of the file’s name. 

However, where does that page reside in the complex web of the English Department site? 

Image file names should also follow a standard naming protocol that indicates which page an

image is associated with as well as the use of the image. For instance, the current Department

directory contains pictures of faculty as well as images associated with a particular faculty page. 

However, current files lack transparency.  For example, the main English Department directory

contains these three files: Adrienne.jpg, Adrienne2.jpg, Adrienne3.jpg.  Obviously, these JPEG

images are associated with an “Adrienne.” But, the purpose and page association are not clear:

Do these files refer to images of Adrienne Eastwood, one of the faculty members, or images used

by her? Or some other person? What page is associated with these images?
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1The size and quality of images should also be standardized, usually no more than 300
dpi resolution quality and less than 100kb in size.

Currently, Word documents, zipped files, image files (both GIF & JPG)1 and web pages

(HTM) all reside in the English Department’s master directory without any discrete ordering. In

fact, there are files that are separated in name only by a single letter in the file’s extension (htm

vs. html) which potentially could cause major errors in revising and saving over web pages. With

over 2,000 files, the lack of naming standardization makes it difficult to discern which file is

associated with what page or what section of the entire website.  Therefore, file and folder

naming protocols need to be established and documented before any designing takes place.

NAVIGATION:

After this architectural task is accomplished, navigational structure is next. Navigation of a

site can exist in several hierarchical structures; however, the primary or master navigation must

point to the most important information and web pages on a site.  The secondary and succeeding

navigation, placed at different locations on the page, indicate navigation within the page or to

other relevant pages that are similar in information.  A good, clean navigational structure must

be obvious and immediate to users.  The home (or index) page provides a glimpse of the

website’s entire contents, then links to other pages containing that content.  The home page

should never contain large amounts of text or information; users will be inundated and, as with

reading a book, will not know what information is most important.  

For an example, see the current home page of the English Department (Attachment B).  The

first screen contains no navigational structure, not even links to places on the page (bookmarks). 

The image of the clock tower, while nice, takes up too much visual space.  The relevant

administrators of the Department are very important, but not essential in the opening view of the

Department.  Instead, we need users to see what our Department represents at a glance on this

page.  Right now, any user will have to scroll down through a series of linear tables and

information that is confusing.  This scrolling style fails to point the user to the most important

information. In addition, the navigational style (or lack thereof) does not take advantage of the

initial screen space to capture an audience.  Nothing invites the user to scroll further.  In fact, the

user must scroll four times to see the entire first page (see Attachment C). All of the
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Department’s fascinating programs and activities become lost in this scrolling, including student

groups which could attract potential students by providing evidence of a community. Both

undergraduate and graduate newsletters are trapped in all of this information, as is the new

semester of course descriptions.  

A more effective navigational structure is encapsulated in the University of Texas, Austin’s

English Department website (see Attachment D). The master navigation is captured in the top

four rows.  The first row indicates the institution (University of Texas) as well as the College.

The second row provides a unique image related to literature. The third row provides name and

contact information of the administrator responsible for the Department.  And, finally, the fourth

row provides the master navigation for the entire site.  These are the most important aspects of

the entire site: Home, Calendar, Contact Us, Staff, Alumni, Giving to English (interesting!) and

Sitemap.  The Sitemap is essential because it literally provides a map of all major web pages

with the secondary hierarchy listed (see Attachment E).

The Texas English Department’s home page contains all information in a three column

format.  The page opens by using a red-colored “Welcome!” followed by white space and an

abbreviated message from the Chair giving the department’s mission statement.  The succeeding

information in that column directs users to the most important news and events.  The entire home

page can be seen in two scrolls.  The left-hand column provides the secondary navigational

hierarchy including information about the department, programs and courses followed by the

more scholarly or research-oriented activities in the department.  Below that comes the all-

important Upcoming Events, which must be updated on a daily basis.  The right-hand column

contains what is known as Quick Links.  The green top text box contains the most important

upcoming event, a James Joyce Conference in June.  The Related Links box provides a sense of

University community (links to other relevant programs that are helpful to students) as well as a

sense of the department’s place in a larger scholarly world.  The information at the bottom of the

page is essential to any good web site: last update information, links to people responsible for the

site, intellectual property rights, accessibility information (incredibly useful) and a way to submit

comments.  Also included in many sites now are RSS feeds and XML/HTML validators – the

former allows newsgroups to link to the site (we’ve got this at SJSU already) and the latter

validates that the programming code is bug-free.  
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DESIGN:

The navigation should go hand-in-hand with the aesthetic design of a site; this includes

colors, images and consistency.  All of the pages within the Texas English Department’s site

contain the primary and secondary navigation (the top rows and the left-hand column).  The

content is always surrounded by this navigation, but the font and succeeding layers of hierarchy

reside within this content area.  For instance, the Faculty page contains a colored bar indicating

the page that is being viewed (see Attachment F). The next layer of navigation begins with

“News,” which is the next page in the overall secondary navigation (indicated in the left-hand

column). Following the “News” navigation button is a variety of ways to organize/access

information about faculty members. At the user’s discretion, the faculty names can be arranged

alphabetically, by area, graduate faculty, part-time faculty and emeriti.  If users are interested,

they can view the faculty member’s extended biography by clicking a name in. The final link,

Resources, is a resource center for faculty, not students.  Though a centrally located collection of

administrative forms is necessary, the faculty resources page should also a best practices corner

with various types of assignments and other pedagogical help.  This type of Faculty Corner

would create a clearing house specifically geared toward English Department course content,

e.g., composition course syllabi and assignments.  This Faculty Corner would also include

intellectual debates (in the form of streaming video or text log of virtual meetings) about the

changing nature of pedagogy in literary and creative writing courses.  Praxis as well as

intellectual rigor are highlighted by this type of Faculty Corner.

The UT English Department’s website is consistent in its structure, design and overall

“look” with their College’s website (see Attachment G).  The columnar content is, of course,

varied on the College home page, but the left-hand navigation and the top rows contain primary

and secondary navigation – the same layout implement as the department’s website. There are

enough similar elements that the department’s website can be associated with the College’s

website.  However, the department site contains different images, fonts and some design to allow

for some unique aspects to the department’s page.  In other words, the department’s website does

not seem to be merely an extension of the college’s website.  Users will be aware of movement

from one entity (the college) to another (the department).  

SJSU Web Services Department has been working on a few templates that can be used in any

department. Though the Website Oversight Committee and the Web Services Department have
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diligently tried to improve the current templates, the results still do not resolve the problem of

homogeneity (see Attachment H). The lack of flexibility means that department websites within

the College would not be distinguishable from each other nor even from those of any other

college. 

For example, the Philosophy Department has already converted their site to the University-

approved Content Management System (CMS), which provides an extremely homogenous visual

design to the entire Website (see Attachment I).  The department name resides in the blue

University logo with primary navigation hanging underneath that blue box.  The University logo,

however, does not span the entire page (or screen), the font is extremely small and the focus of

the page is drawn to the image instead of the department name or information. Compare the

Philosophy Department’s home page to the Writing Center’s home page (see Attachment J).  The

two-column layout is the same.  Nothing significant indicates that the user is on a different

website, with the exception of the image.  But an entire department, program or center can’t be

encapsulated in one image. We are therefore giving the impression that the content is not

important.  

BENEFITS OF USING CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (CMS)

The current CMS templates offer very little creativity in design.  Despite this, the CMS is

extremely beneficial because it takes advantage of University resources already existing (nightly

back-up of server, virus scanners, programming code constantly updated, Web programming

division and more).  Because of its ease of use, CMS will allow for frequent updating.  Once the

site has been set up, an office assistant can revise and update the site’s content.  Essentially, a

CMS provides an interface that mimics a wordprocessing program.  The person maintaining the

site (an office staffer or a student assistant) does not need to know HTML code, though it would

be beneficial.  The CMS also automatically provides the framing, or architecture, of a site. The

resulting website will automatically become ADA compliant as well.  Though the current CMS

University templates are confining, the CMS should still be considered a viable tool. We can ask

Russ and Harish to build an experimental CMS template that expands the CMS possibilities and

provides enough variety to attract every department. 

DYNAMIC CONTENT:
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So far, this rationale has detailed a website that is static or informational in nature.  Adding

dynamic content in the form of streaming video, blogs, discussion boards, virtual conferences,

meeting spaces, etc., would make a website much more contingent on user interaction rather than

passive reading (which mimics traditional print reading - but I don’t know anyone who doesn’t

interact intellectually or at least with a pencil on a book’s page).  Some of the ideas that Karl and

I discussed include:

• Streaming video of conversations, classroom scenes, student projects, events (Blue

Monkey! & CLA), department graduation.

• Monthly discussion topics where we have a cyber-meeting open to anyone who wants to

participate; the meeting will be logged (if text) or recorded (if video) for future reference

(building an archive).

• Discussion Boards that are monitored by student groups.

GENERAL CONTENT CONCERNS:

The current SJSU English Department website file list indicates that some faculty have a

piggy-back website that resides in the Department’s server space. Most of these piggy-back sites

are maintained by Scott Rice as a courtesy to faculty who lack the technical expertise to create

their own websites. This has created disorganization in the directory as well as a burden on the

webmaster. After migrating the English Department’s website to a new platform, each faculty

member should begin to maintain his/her own site content and information, at the very least,

using the Faculty Web Wizard, a program which requires very little technical knowledge.  The

Center for Faculty Development provides training to create these professional “do-it-yourself”

web pages. These Web Wizard pages will then be the foundation for faculty biographies on the

Department site.  In other words, the Department site will access database information and a

page layout that exists on another server – we will simply grab that information. Each faculty

member will be responsible for maintaining his/her page through the Web Wizard.  

Other concerns include the following:

• The website should be searchable (not through Google, but its own search engine),

i.e., keywords for every page description, appropriate titles for each page (titles show

up when pages are marked for Favorites), brief URL, etc.  
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• Embedded images should be compact enough to download immediately but still of

high quality (no time spent waiting for an image to appear). 

• Programs should be embedded into the site so users don’t have to download any new

programs (streaming video will require this). 

• Users should be offered a print alternative (typically PDF form works well with this). 

• A hit counter should be included on all primary and secondary level pages to provide

information about traffic (this will help with improvements in the site).  

• The MFA program needs to be incorporated into the entire Department website to

maintain community.

DEPARTMENTAL OVERSIGHT:

One person should never be in charge of all aspects of a website (content, design, navigation,

etc.).  That will cause confusion, tunnel vision and problems with long-term maintenance.

Instead, the following structure is much more conducive to representing a department’s needs:

• Website Committee chaired by a Web Director and appointed by the Department Chair in

consultation with the Web Director. (Director receives .20 course release.)

• Design and content created by and vetted through the Department Committee (rather than

dictated by the Dean’s Office).

• Protocols for updates, revision and maintenance created by Committee.

Website content needs to be discussed and approved by a Committee of faculty who

represent the department’s interests.  This will provide each department with a sense of control

over content and user interaction as well as integrating faculty into the process. Once released

from the demand for resources and technological expertise, departments can begin dreaming

about uses for their websites. For example, a general webmaster of all our College’s sites would

not know the most important information to display or where to direct users first.  Department

Committee oversight will determine the navigational structure (basically, in market terms, the

selling points of the department).  

The Committee will also be responsible for providing the actual content – any text to be

written, videos to be acquired, etc.  This will ensure that the department is completely
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represented in the website. This planning strategy has already been implemented on the

University level in the form of the SJSU Web Oversight Committee.  We need only follow that

example.

Most departments (or at least their webmasters) will want some control over revising content.

For instance, Paul Douglass had difficulty with the turn-around time for revisions to the

Steinbeck Center website.  Revisions were sent to an individual who did not work in the

Steinbeck Center. Two weeks passed before these revisions were completed.  That time frame is

too slow in our digital world.  A department should be able to access its site and upload revisions

as it sees fit (e.g., committee memberships, coordinators – this information changes each

semester).  However, updates and maintenance to programming codes or databases should be

handled by a dedicated technology expert (web programmer preferably) in the Dean’s Office.

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:

Because this is a substantial project intended to model the technology and to streamline

maintenance of the College’s web presence, the project manager (or Web Director) will require

the following resources: 

• Katherine Harris .20 course release for Fall 2007 and Spring 2008.

• Student assistant for 10 hours per week ($12-15/hour), Fall 2007 & Spring 2008.

• Access to a Technology Coordinator (web designer, programmer or database designer)

who can implement the technological aspects of the project.

TIMELINE FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF EXPERIMENTAL SITE:

• August 2007

1) Work with Russ to create a CMS template that’s specific for the Department (using

experimental content); this will provide all necessary scripts; no code will need to be

written by Harris.

• September-December 2007

1) Department Chair appoints Department Committee to discuss content & establish

decision-making process; Harris will be Web Director; Committee should consist of

four tenured or tenure-line faculty and the Web Director and should regularly consult
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with the Department Chair and other faculty.

2) After receiving experimental CMS template, student assistant & Harris begin

transferring all static data to new site; protocol for intuitive architecture (naming files

& images) created; navigation and layout vetted through committee; inclusion of

static content vetted (both approval & proofreading) through committee.

3) Discuss options with Russ for database implementation to achieve multiple

arrangements of data (e.g., faculty arranged alphabetically, by area/specialty, by rank;

department calendar).

• February-May 2008

1) Establish needs/desires for dynamic content through Committee.

2) Begin collecting dynamic content (streaming video, etc.).

3) Set up blog or discussion board content (this program can come from an external

source but it’s intended to stir conversation).

4) Create a “Best Practices” Pedagogy corner specifically for faculty (e.g., composition

syllabi & exercises) – this will be attractive for faculty across the country.

5) Discuss potential for rotating “conversations” as streaming video – perhaps set up

like a speaker series or conference schedule in which various events (Blue Monkey &

CLA) are rotated into streaming content; this is also the place where weekly/monthly

scholarly conversations can be broadcast.

• September-December 2008

1) Discuss content for student corner – perhaps a student conference or publication,

even something linked to Reed Magazine.

2) Assess use of entire site through hit counter/tracking.

3) Establish protocol for updating site – who does it? On what schedule? (weekly? Bi-

monthly?). (Department office should be able to handle minor updates by this time.)

GENERAL NOTES

The above Rationale simultaneously discusses various aesthetic and theoretical concerns for

building this model website.  Below are further notes on the construction of the English

Department website, including a preliminary navigational structure.
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USERS/AUDIENCE:

Current Students
Potential Students
Faculty (in the department, across campus, at other institutions)
Scholars
Alumni/Donors
General Local Community

GENERAL DESIGN ELEMENTS:

• white background
• 12pt font in black
• no underlining of links (not necessary anymore)
• centered text w/white space on either side (simulates margins in a book & allows the eye

to relax)
• no page that needs to be scrolled more than 3 times – instead, link to another page

NAVIGATION & CONTENT:

The below is a sketch of the navigational structure.  Each bullet point represents a primary

navigation feature. Within those primary are secondary levels that allow the user to navigate

within that section.  The Website Committee, in consultation with the Department Chair, will

discuss and approve the ordering.  Here, I’ve provided an order that presents the most current

information first (with the exception of the About).  News & People and Calendar of Events

should be updated on a weekly basis.  Courses (and their descriptions) will provide the most

recent semester’s courses, a section students will go to immediately.

• About: Provides department’s mission statement in a narrative format; perhaps include

what’s unique about our department and the Chair’s contact information; include sub-link

to Sitemap & Contact Us.

• News & People: Provides most recent faculty & student publications, conference

presentations, award winners, images from department activities; perhaps redundant

information from undergraduate & graduate newsletters(?); brief news article submitted

by faculty or student through form; 1-2 people vet, approve and upload.

• Calendar of Events: Provides all department and university-wide literary events; sub-

links to University calendars; Event Submission Form.

• Courses: Provides current course selections (both in HTML and printable PDF); sub-

links include:
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- Course Rotations: projected course rotations to aid with advising & planning.

- Archive: for past semester selections in PDF form only.

• Faculty: Include faculty bios & schedules that are current and regularly updated; to take

advantage of University resources, faculty bios can be culled from the WebWizard

Faculty Bio; sub-links include:

- Faculty A to Z: alphabetized names of all faculty which link to full faculty bios.

- By Area of Specialty

- Full Time (?)

- Lecturers & TAs

- Emeriti

- Recent Publications: a simple bibliography

- News: single paragraph articles on current accomplishments; submitted by faculty

themselves; archive of past News items.

- University Experts db: outlink

• Undergraduate Program: Includes general description on opening page with link to most

recent Newsletter (or “meet our alumni” section); sub-links might include:

- Newsletter

- Advisors’ Contact Info.

- Degree Plans: Major’s & Minor’s Requirements (several), Certificate & 

Concentrations (perhaps the Technical Writing & Creative Writing will have

further pages with more information).

- General Course Descriptions

- Honors Program & Honors FAQ

- Scholarships (department, university, general): with departmental award forms;

each year’s awardees will be put into the News section so listing them here

won’t be necessary (?); or, could include them as a PDF instead; include

Dorothy Wright Teaching Award here.

- Organizations (with links to their websites)

English Society

Poets & Writers Coalition

- Careers (specifically for English majors)
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- Alumni: use submission form to send information

• Graduate Programs: Includes general description for both MA & MFA; sub-links might

include:

- Graduate Newsletter

- Admissions: This might have to be tailored for both the MA & MFA because each 

has different requirements).

- MA: including any forms

- MFA: including any forms

- General Description of Courses

- Funding: include information on Teaching Assistant positions, Graduate Assistant 

positions, scholarships and external funding opportunities.

- Orientation: This includes invitation to sign up for graduate student listserv, etc.

- Alumni: include information on impact that the MA program has on graduates 

(teaching locally, accepted into Ph.D. program, etc.); use submission form to

send information.

• Innovative Projects (see Attachment K as example): Include specific projects from our

department; if there’s a website accompanying the project, it will be vetted for ADA

compliance: 

- Lurie Fellow

- CLA

- SJSU’s Legacy of Poets

- Steinbeck Center

- Steinbeck Fellows 

- Bath Program (not sure where to put this)

- Writing Center

- Globalizing Literary Studies

- Bulwer-Lytton Fiction Contest

- Literary Locales

- Guilt List (or What to Read)

• Journals:

- Steinbeck Journal
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- Reed Magazine

• Student Corner: Includes SJSU Resources for English majors, including library resources

(they have an entire page specifically for research in Literature); perhaps also include

student-run events (images or video?); students encouraged to sign up for department

listserv; perhaps student discussion board here or blog?

• Faculty Corner:

- Faculty Position Advertisements

- Administrative:

Policy Manual/Handbook

RTP Policies: link to Center for Faculty Development resources

Department Committees

Peer Review Form

Travel Approval Request

- Pedagogy:

Guidelines for English Major Literature Courses

Policies on Course Materials & Student Grades

Student Learning Goals

Composition Learning Objectives

Information Technology Resources Responsible Use Policy

Policy on Using Wikipedia (outlink)

Best Practices: this would be an entire section containing sample syllabi for 

composition courses, best practices, innovative assignments (could pair

with Center for Faculty Development on this); mostly text based

documents available.

Intellectual Discussion: perhaps streaming video of conversations here? Or

virtual meeting space? If this grows, it could go under Innovative

Programs.

- Scholarship

SJSU Grant Opportunities & Applications

- Scholarly Adventures: Link to dynamic content (?) including video discussions or

even conference presentations; this is the space where we provide that
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streaming video; again, move to Innovative Programs if it really takes off.

• Other sections include Staff, Giving to English, Alumni (with submission form),

Sitemap, Contact Us (including a map), discussion board or blog for students,

Fundraising Wishlist (Donation form), Related Programs (Honors Program, Humanities

Program), etc.

• Footer: Include on every page date revised/edited, link to webmaster contact info (into

email form), link to department home page, link to college home page, copyright,

accessibility compliance, RSS, XML Validator.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS & UNIVERSITY RESOURCES:

The University already provides many programs and resources; instead of re-building

everything, we should use available resources that are maintained at University expense:

• Content Management System: Determine the flexibility of the University Content

Management System (CMS), i.e., templates. 

• Database: Integrate faculty bios, searchable content, departmental event calendar using a

database rather than style sheets and HTML/XML.

• Searching: Provide search capabilities within each individual department site.

• Back-Up & Virus Protection: Create nightly back-up of server; diligent virus protection.

• User Traffic: Use tracking program (Urchin) for user data.

• Video: Use IRC equipment to capture video conversations.

• Photographs/Images: Use University photographer for stock photos of campus.







  
 

 
Scott Rice, Chair 

(408) 924-4425 
scott.rice@sjsu.edu  
Faculty Offices 102 

Major Advisor: John Pollock 
(408) 924-4442 

jpollock@email.sjsu.edu  
Faculty Offices 111 

Contact the English Department Office:  
Faculty Offices 102  

Phone: (408) 924-4425  
Fax: (408) 924-4580 

englishdept1241@yahoo.com   

  

  

FACULTY & STAFF 

    Faculty Directory  
 Staff Directory
 Faculty Publications
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UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS  

Undergraduate Newsletter  
Fall 2007 Courses 
   
B.A. in English  
Major: Concentration in Career Writing  
Minor in Literature  
Minor in Comparative Literature  
Minor in Creative Writing  
Minor in Professional and Technical Writing  
Certificate Program in Professional and Technical Writing  
General Course Descriptions  

Careers for English Majors  
Careers for English Majors (2)  
English & Pre-Law  
English & Pre-Law II  
English & Pre-Law III 

GRADUATE PROGRAMS  

M.A. in English Program  
MFA Program  
Secondary Credential  
Graduate Newsletter 

PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES   
 
 

Literary Events Calendar 
Awards and Scholarships - 
General (see 2006-2007 
Awards!!)

Composition Program  Dorothy Wright Teaching 
Award

Bath Program 2007 Bulwer-Lytton Fiction Contest 
San Jose Area Writing 
Project  BLFC Results, 2006  

Steinbeck Research 
Center  

Poets & Writers Coalition 
(student-run group)

Steinbeck Fellows  English Society (student-run 
group)

Center for Literary Arts Faculty Forum 
Phelan/Center for 
Literary Arts Seminar: 
Mitch Berman  

SJSU's Legacy of Poets  

2006 Lurie Fellow: 
James D. Houston

  

2007 Lurie Fellow: 
James Kelman  
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Reed Magazine

SPECIAL FEATURES  
 

 
 
 

Guilt List (or 
What to Read) 

DEPARTMENT 
GRADUATION 
2006

ADMINISTRATION  

My SJSU  
Policy Manual  
Department Committees  
Composition Learning Objectives  
Information Technology Resources 
Responsible Use Policy  
Guidelines for English-Major 
Literature Courses  
Policies on Course Materials and 
Student Grades  
Student Learning Goals

 

 
 

This site is maintained by Katherine Harris 
and Scott Rice of San Jose State 

University's Department of English and 
Comparative Literature 
Friday, May 18, 2007  
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